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Relationships to support the goals
Relationships with NGOs and govt for SDG policy

PSU has both direct and indirect involvement in, or input into, national government SDG policy
development. Each year PSU submits relevant data to Ministry of Education and ETEC.

UNESCO – Futures of Education

PSU Signed an Agreement with L20 as part of G20 and SNC
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Cross sectoral dialogue about SDGs
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PSU organizes international conferences and include topical SDG issues. Policy forum and discussion 
involving government/NGOs/international stakeholders.

Robotic & Internet of Things Lab (RIOTU) in the 8th run of the International Conference of 
Islamic Applications
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PSU’s Artificial Intelligence & Data Analytics Club (AIDA) held a conference titled
“Women in Data Sciences (WIDS)”

The impact of the second wave of the COVID-19 on global employment
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International collaboration data gathering for SDG
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PSU has international collaboration with several universities to for gathering or measuring data
related to the SDGs

New UCL health-focused 
business school and

Saudi business school
unite to revolutionize

global healtht

Global Index for Health
and Well-being 

Survey 2021t

Global Survey: Impact of
COVID-19 on 

Small and 
Medium Enterprises (SME)
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Research MOU between University of Sonora (UNISON), Mexico and
Prince Sultan University

Collaboration for SDG best practice
PSU has international collaboration and research. In research, we focus on review comparative approaches 
and develop international best practice on tackling the SDGs

This Memorandum of Agreement between Prince Sultan
University, Saudi Arabia and the University of Sonora 
(UNISON), Mexico were signed on 26 October 2017. Dr. 
Ahmed S. Yamani signed the MOU and expressed the opinion 
this advanced level research cooperation will strategically 
foster research effort of Prince Sultan University. The MOU 
highlighted the following areas: Exchanges of faculty and other 
research and technical specialists for short term and, as 
funding and other circumstances permit, longer-term visits; 
The design of collaborative research projects, including the 
development of formal proposals for funding of such research; 
Joint Research Conference; Benchmarking data; and Student 
exchange programs implemented as external funding for 
partial or full support of such exchanges at the graduate and 
undergraduate level is available.

PSU GEPN's partnership with Coursera

The Implementation of Sustainable Development Goals in “BRICS” Countries
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Collaboration with NGOs for SDGs
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Student Volunteering Programmes

YDA Club Accomplishments

PSU has collaboration with NGOs to tackle the SDGs through: student volunteering programmes, 
research programmes, or development of educational resources. Students participate in local and 
international forums. Our researchers also collaborate with international researchers focusing on 
SDGs.

Namaa Club Accomplishments

Masks Donation



Research & Initiatives Center at PSU and Business 
Incubator (i-be) released the “PSU BI” Program in an 
effort to encourage initiative in male & female 
students as it pertains to the business field.
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The National Technology Development Program (NTDP) is 
running an initiative called the Tech Research Challenge and 
PSU is one of the few universities in the kingdom that is 
participating in the challenge. This initiative brings together 
companies, universities, and research centers through a 
competition.

Research Programmes
National Technology Development Program (NTDP)'s Tech Research Challenge

1. The competition involves companies presenting practical 
    technology challenges.
2. Universities and research centers then take up those 
    challenges, assembling work teams of students and
    researchers to find solutions.
3. With the best winning awards and accomplishment certificates.

Robotics & Internet of Things Lab (RIOTU) took first place in a competition by King Abdullah
University for Sciences & Technology

Robotics & Internet of Things Lab (RIOTU) took first 
place in a competition by King Abdullah University 
for Sciences & Technology. The team participating in 
the competition “Ideas & Solutions for Hajj & Umrah 
2020” consisted of RIOTU’s director Dr. Anis Koubaa, 
Dr. Adel Ammar, Dr. Mohammed Abdelqader, Bilal 
Judairah, Anas Kunohash, and Yasser AlHabshi. All of 
whom made first place regarding Transfer and 
Transportation.

Research & Initiatives Center at PSU and Business Incubator (i-be)
released the “PSU BI” Program
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Development of Educational Resources

PSU signed an MoU with Albir Charitable Organization in support of Community Service

PSU's collaboration with Monsha’at and Elite
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Education for the SDG's



PSU's commitment to SDG 2030

Mission

PSU is committed to United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) through effective 
institutional resource management, innovative teaching and learning, research, national and 
international partnerships, continuous studies, and outreach. PSU shall undertake the following 
activities: form higher and steering committees, evaluate each SDG, formulate and develop related 
SDG policies, conduct awareness campaigns to the PSU community, establish a sustainability 
office, identify the SDGs related to each college, program, and course, and lab centers at PSU, and 
implement sustainability-related initiatives.
  

Prince Sultan University strives to support Saudi Arabia’s Vision 2030 and the United Nations 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) by paving the way for higher education in KSA and Middle 
East.

Supporting the Saudi Arabia's Vision 2030 and the PSU’s strategic directions, PSU aligns its 
mission with SDGs by providing quality education, sustainability initiatives, lifelong learning, 
scientific research, and community service.

P.O. Box No. 66833, Rafha Street, Riyadh 11586,
Saudi Arabia.
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